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Synopsis

NOTE: This ISBN includes only Print Book and does not Include Access CodeFor use in the Office Applications course. This book is also suitable for students and individuals seeking an introduction to Microsoft Outlook 2013. The primary goal of the GO! Series, aside from teaching computer applications, is ease of implementation, with an approach that is based on clearly defined projects.
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Customer Reviews

This book does not come with an access code to download student data files.

I got the starter book so it only has 3 chapters. I needed the whole book. didn’t write that it was a starter book

it was a good book i.choose and it has great details on outlook. i will deffenetly pass the class .

No need to panic purchasing a book here. ‘• ‘• ‘• ‘• ‘• ‘• ‘• ‘. five stars every day

May I change this book by GO! with Microsoft 2013-volume 1? this is not the book that I need! please!!!
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